This investigation develops an efficient face detection scheme that can detect multiple faces in color images with complex environments and non-uniform illumination conditions. The proposed scheme comprises two stages. The first stage adopts YES color and triangle-based segmentation to search potential face regions. The second stage involves face verification using a weighting mask function. The system can handle various sizes of faces, non-uniform illumination conditions, pose and changeable expression. In particular, the scheme significantly increases the execution speed of the face detection algorithm in complex backgrounds. A result of this study performs better than previous methods in terms of speed and ability to handle non-uniform illumination conditions.
Introduction
Abundant of researches have been conducted on human face detection, for an excellent survey can be found in [1~2] . Some important researches can see [3~9] . In this paper, a robust and efficient human face detection system is proposed to use this valuable component -color. Our approach can appreciably increase than previous methods. The proposed system is composed of two principal parts as shown in Fig. 1 .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, segmentation of potential face regions based on skin color segmentation in YES color space and triangle-based approach is described. In section 3, each of the normalized potential face regions is fed to the weighting mask function to verify whether the potential face region really contains a face. Experimental results are demonstrated in section 4 to verify the validity of the proposed face detection system. Finally, conclusions are given in section 5.
Searching for Potential Face Regions
After performing lots of tests in various color spaces, including the RGB and HSV spaces, we decided to utilize the YES color space that Y represents the luminance component and E and S denote the chrominance factors. In the YES color space, the luminance component (Y) is a weighted sum of the RGB values, while the chrominance factors are spectral differences: The signal in the E factor is proportional to the difference of the red and green color channels, while the S color factor is proportional to yellow minus blue. The YES color space can be transformed from RGB coordinates. The transformed matrix is given by RGB -YES Conversion Matrix is shown as Fig. 2 . The YES space was chosen because:
(1) In the YES color space, the luminance component (Y) is independent factor, so we can use this characteristic to conquer the problem of illumination variation. (2) According to Saber and Tekalp [3] , the YES color space provides a better representation because of its computational efficiency and absence of nonsingularities in the color transformation process, and the YES color space can reduce variations in chrominance due to changes in luminance. (3) Using the YES color space because of the minimum overlap between skin and non-skin data. Therefore, we collected the human skin colors with different illumination circumstances from 1000 persons, and collected 100 pixels of the human skin colors from each person. Therefore, there are 100,000 pixels of the human skin colors were tested, and we obtained the YES color space distribution. If the pixels of the input image are regarded as skin color, and will keep the original color. Otherwise, we will treat the pixels as non-skin color, and assign them to pure black color. When we read in a color image, we will go on human skin color segmentation task firstly. Our principle is completely different to Cho et al. [4] method that tried to effectively separating skin color regions from seemingly similar, but different color regions. Our principle is that the output of human skin color segmentation must include all the similar skin color (even some of them are seemingly similar or not real human skin color). In other words, the similar light colors should not be missed in the human skin color segmentation process. The output pixels may have other light colors as well because the other light colors will be eliminated during the binarization process. Fig.  3 displays our skin color segmentation scheme is robust to different skin colors. Fig. 3 (a) shows the input image; Fig. 3 (b) illustrates the output result.
Here, we use raster scanning (left-to-right and topto-bottom) to get 4-connected components, label them, and then find the center of each block. Two pixels p and q with values from V (the set of pixels) are 4-connected if q is in the set N 4 (p). In other words, if a pixel p at coordinates (x, y) has four horizontal and vertical neighbors whose coordinates are (x+1, y), (x-1, y), (x, y+1), (x, y-1). This set of pixels, called the 4-neighbors of p, is denoted by N 4 (p). The detail of raster scanning can be found in the textbook written by Rafael C. et al. [10] .
We discover that two eyes and one mouth in the frontal view will form an isosceles triangle. This is the rationale on which the finding of potential face regions is based. If the triangle i j k is an isosceles triangle as shown in Fig. 4 (a), then it should possess the characteristic of "the distance of line i j = the distance of line j k". From observation, we discover that the Euclidean distance between two eyes (line i k) is about 90% to 110% of the Euclidean distance between the centers of the right/left eye and the mouth. Due to the imaging effect, imperfect binarization result and various poses of human faces, a 25% deviation is given to absore the tolerance. The first matching rule can thereby be stated as ( abs(D(i, j)-D(j, k)) < 0.25*max(D(i, j), D(j, k)) ), and the second matching rule is ( abs(D(i, j)-D(i, k)) < 0.25*max(D(i, j), D(j, k)) ). Since the labeling process is operated from left to right then from top to bottom, we can get the third matching rule as "i < j < k". Here, "abs" means the absolute value, "D (i, j)" denotes the Euclidean distance between the centers of block i (right eye) and block j (mouth), "D (j, k)" denotes the Euclidean distance between the center of block k (left eye) and block j (mouth), "D (i, k)" represents the Euclidean distance between the centers of block i (right eye) and block k (left eye). For example, as shown in Fig. 4(a) , if three points (i, j, and k) satisfy the matching rules, then we think that they construct an isosceles triangle.
After we have found the two eyes and one mouth, we use the Euclidean distance between the centers of block i (right eye) and block j (left eye) to get the coordinates of the four corner points that form the potential facial region as shown in Fig. 4(b) . Finally, clip the blocks that satisfy the triangle criteria as the potential face regions as shown in Fig. 4(b) . Since we think that the real facial region should cover the eyebrows, two eyes, mouth and some area below the mouth, the coordinates can be calculated as follows: 
Face Verification
Normalization of a potential face region can reduce the effects of variation in the distance and location. Since all potential faces will be normalized to a standard size (e.g. 60 * 60 pixels) in this step, the potential face regions that we have selected in the previous section are allowed to have different sizes. Here, we resize the potential facial region using ″bicubic″ interpolation technique. The detail of ″bicubic″ interpolation technique can be found in the textbook written by Rafael C. et al. [10] .
If the normalized potential facial region really contains a face, it should have high similarity to the mask that is formed by 10 binary training faces. The method for generating a mask is to read in 10 binary training masks that are cut manually from the facial regions of images. Then add the corresponding entries in the 10 training masks to form an added mask. In other words, we use 10 binary faces to structure a template mask that is used for comparing with each normalized potential facial region. The idea is similar to the neural network concept, but it does not need so many training samples. Each normalized potential facial region is fed into the weighting mask function that is used to compute the similarity between the normalized potential facial region and the mask. The computed value can be utilized in deciding whether a potential region contains a face or not. The algorithm for obtaining the weight of the potential facial region is stated as follows: Input: the potential facial region and the mask of the training samples Output: the weight of the potential facial region Begin For all pixels of the potential facial region:
Step 1) If the pixel of potential facial region is black and the pixel of the mask is also black, then weight = weight + 6.
Step 2) If the pixel of potential facial region is white and the pixel of the mask is also white, then weight = weight + 2.
Step 3) If the pixel of potential facial region is black and the pixel of the mask is white, then weight = weight -4.
Step 4) If the pixel of potential facial region is white and the pixel of the mask is black, then weight = weight -2.
Step 5) Calculate the weight of the potential facial region for all pixels. End A set of experimental results demonstrates that the threshold values of the human face should be set between 4,000 and 5,500.
Experimental Results
There are 1200 test images (include 560 different persons). Some test images are taken from digital camera, some from digital video, some from scanner, and some from videotape. Moreover, we use some parts of the "AR face database" [11] to verify our system. The sizes of the test images range from 70*100 to 768*576 pixels. In these test images, human faces were presented in various environments. Among them, only 28 faces cannot be found correctly. Experimental results demonstrate that an approximately 97.5% (1267/1300 = 97.5%) success rate is achieved and the relative false reject rate is below 2.6 % (33/1300 = 2.53%). The false accepted rate (there are 8 non-human-face objects are detected as human faces) is below 0.7 % (8/1300 = 0.62%). The experimental sets are described as follows. Fig. 5 Experimental results with different conditions: various pose, orientation, facial hair, variation in lighting conditions, partial occlusion, presence of glasses, and diverse hair styles. Fig. 6 displays experimental results without/with skin color segmentation in complex backgrounds. 6(a) is the original input RGB color image, 6(a_Lin) is the result of binary image of 6(a) by using the scheme without skin color segmentation in Lin [7] , and the number of blocks is 99; 6(a_Proposed) is the result of the skin color segmentation; 6(b) is the result of binary image of 6(a_Proposed) by using the scheme in the proposed system with skin color segmentation, and the number of blocks is only 7; 6(c) is the result of triangle; 6(d) is the potential facial region of 6(b); 6(e) is the potential facial region of 6(a_Proposed); 6(f) is the potential facial region with normalized size of 6(d); 6(g) displays the result of human face detection of 6(a_Proposed); 6(h) shows the final result of human face detection of 6(a). Due to the decrease of the number of blocks (from 99 to 7), we can expect that the speed will be improved drastically in the complicated background case. Fig. 6 shows a images with 70*161 pixels, and it needs 387.3750 seconds in Lin [7] (the number of blocks is 99) to locate the correct face position by using a P4 CPU 3.0 GHz PC. In this proposed work to locate the correct face position need only 0.0625 seconds. Moreover, the proposed scheme is significantly faster than Rowley [8] that adopted a small window (20*20) to slide over all portions of an image at various scales is a timeconsuming procedure.
Conclusions
Since human skin color segmentation can remove complex backgrounds, it can significantly decrease execution time in the complex background case. The proposed system has two novel distributions. First, the output of human skin color segmentation must include all apparently similar skin color (e.g. as illustrated in Fig. 3 ) unlike in other skin color segmentation rules, so make the proposed system very robust for various illumination conditions. Second, using a color and triangle-based segmentation process can reduce the background part of a cluttered image by up to 98%. This process significantly speeds up the subsequent face detection procedure, since only 2-9% of the original image remains for further processing. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method is better than Rowley [6] in terms of efficiency because they adopt a small window (20 * 20) to slide over all portions of an image at various scales; the inefficient search is a time-consuming procedure resulting in loss of valuable computation time. Moreover, the proposed algorithm is significantly faster than Lin [5] in complex backgrounds as shown in Fig. 6 . In the future, we plan to use this face detection system for preprocessing to solve face recognition problems. 
